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Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) which is one of the most commercially important polymers, has for many years been an
interesting candidate for the production of high performance fibres and tapes. In current study, we focus on investigating the
effects of the various processing variables on the mechanical properties of PET produced by a distinctive process of melt spinning
and uniaxial two-stage solid-state drawing (SSD). These processing variables include screw rotation speed during extrusion, fibre
take-up speed, molecular weight, draw-ratio, and drawing temperature. As-spun PET production using a single-screw extrusion
process was first optimized to induce an optimal polymer microstructure for subsequent drawing processes. It was found that less
crystallization which occurred during this process would lead to better drawability, higher draw-ratio, and mechanical properties
in the subsequent SSD process. Then the effect of drawing temperature (DT) in uniaxial two-stage SSD process was studied to
understand howDT (<𝑇𝑔 or close to𝑇𝑔 or close to𝑇rec) would affect the crystallization, draw-ratio, and final mechanical properties
of PET.The designed process in current work is simulated to an industrial production process for PET fibres; therefore, results and
analysis in this paper have significant importance for industrial production.

1. Introduction

There are a number of technical routes to improve the
mechanical properties of polymeric materials. The most
popular method to improve the intrinsic properties of poly-
mers is to fully align the polymer chains in the loading
(e.g., fibre or film) direction in order to utilize the intrinsic
stiffness and strength of polymermolecules to themaximum.
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), which is one of the
most commercially important polymers, has for many years
been an interesting candidate for the production of high
performance fibres and tapes. It was reported that 60% of
the world polyester production in 2010 was consumed in the
form of fibres [1]. Various methods have been investigated
by previous researchers, involving spinning, drawing, and

annealing processes [1–8]. These methods, including vibrat-
ing hot drawing, zone-drawing, cold-drawing, horizontal
isothermal bath, draw by using high pressure CO2, and high
speed in-line drawing, are quite different from each other;
however, the fundamentals are the same. During these pro-
cesses reorganization of amorphous and crystalline phases in
the PETmicrostructure occurs, and it is widely accepted that
orientation in both the amorphous phase and the crystalline
phase is essential to achieve high mechanical properties for
these fibres. It was proposed in literature [9, 10] that the
orientating process will transform initial microstructure into
a fibrillar one, which is a good way of explaining how various
properties are affected by orientation.

In the traditional fibre and textile industry, there are
basically two different approaches to generate chain extension
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and orientation in melt-spun or solution-spun fibres [11]: (1)
applying a drawdown to the fibres during or immediately after
extrusion or spinning; (2) uniaxial solid-state drawing (SSD)
process of as-spun fibres at temperatures below the melting
or dissolution temperature. Since relaxation processes limit
the effectiveness of the induced orientation during melt
spinning, uniaxial SSD process is generally considered to
be more effective in achieving high degrees of orientation
than the first method. Moreover, the simplicity of the SSD
process can also lead to relatively low cost fibres [12]. In the
1970s, extensive studies concerning the drawability of linear
polyethylene (PE) in the solid state were carried out by Ward
and coworkers [13, 14]. They developed a technological route
for optimizedmelt spinning and subsequent SSDof linear PE,
resulting in PE fibres with Young’s moduli of up to 75GPa
and tensile strengths of up to 1.5 GPa. Meanwhile, studies
on the postdrawing of melt-spun polypropylene (PP) fibre
have been carried out by Peijs and coworkers [15–17]; the
effect of processing conditions on the mechanical properties
and thermal stabilities of oriented PP fibre and/or tape
was investigated in order to obtain optimal reinforcements
for so-called “all-PP” or “self-reinforced PP” composites
[15]. As PET has potentially much better mechanical and
thermal properties than PP, the development of “all-PET”
composites is of great interest. In order to achieve high
performance composites, high strength and high stiffness
PET reinforcements are required. Although a considerable
number of studies on various spinning or drawing processes
for high performance PET fibres were carried out, most
studies investigated only few processing variables in just
one experimental process (either spinning or drawing); little
attention has been directed to in-depth investigation on the
mechanism behind the influence of processing parameters on
the drawability and mechanical properties of PET fibres by
a continuous semi-industrial process of melt spinning and
drawing.

In current work, a distinctive process of melt spinning
followed by two-stage uniaxial SSD process is proposed.The-
oretically, during this continuous process, polymermolecules
are partially aligned by extensional flow followed by crys-
tallization and SSD to further orient polymer chains and
crystallites and to lock in molecular orientation in order to
produce polymeric fibres with high mechanical properties.
Here we intend to fill the knowledge gap by investigating
and discussing effects of various processing variables on
the drawability and mechanical properties of PET produced
by this designed process. First, we investigated the opti-
mization of as-spun PET production using a single-screw
extrusion process, with the aim to induce an optimal polymer
microstructure for subsequent drawing processes. Here, the
effect of molecular weight, screw rotation speed, and take-
up speed on the mechanical properties and crystallinity of
as-spun PET was investigated. Secondly, the study focused
on the optimization of the SSD process to produce high
performance PET from these as-spun samples. Here, the
effect of drawing temperature and draw-ratio on mechanical
properties and crystallinity of PET is examined and dis-
cussed.
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Figure 1: Schematic of single-screw extrusion line for preparation
of as-spun precursor PET monofilaments.

Table 1: Extrusion parameters for PET “grade M.”

Process parameter Value
Zone 1 (feed zone) 290∘C
Zone 2 (compression zone) 260∘C
Zone 3 (metering zone) 260∘C
Zone 4 (vertical adaptor) 265∘C
Zone 5 (die) 260∘C
Screw rotation speed 20/50 rpm
Take-up speed 10/20m⋅min−1

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. Three different grades, kindly provided by
Sabic Innovative Plastics (Netherlands), were used for the
preparation of PET samples. These PET grades are different
in molecular weight, which is indicated by their intrinsic
viscosity ([𝜂]). Because of high melt viscosity, effective melt
spinning is limited to PET with [𝜂] ≤ 0.8–0.9 dl/g [20].
Therefore, PET grades used in this paper were selected within
this range. In this paper, from this point onwards, PET with
[𝜂] = 0.8 is referred to as “grade H,” [𝜂] = 0.7 as “grade M,”
and [𝜂] = 0.62 as “grade L,” as reference to their relative high,
medium, and low molecular weights.

PET is more hygroscopic than most other polymers with
moisture uptake leading to hydrolysis of polymer molecules
during polymer processing at high temperatures, affecting
ultimate mechanical properties. Hence, PET granules were
dried at 120∘C in a conventional oven for 24 hrs before
extrusion, resulting in a residual moisture content as assessed
by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of 0.003wt.%, which
is within the prerequisite limit of <0.005wt.% [21].

2.2. Optimization of Extrusion Process. Extrusionwas applied
to produce as-spun PET bristles for subsequent two-stage
SSD process. A single-screw extrusion line (Dr. Collin Teach-
line� E20T) was used in this process. This extrusion line
is shown schematically in Figure 1. PET granules were fed
from a hopper into a laboratory single-screw extruder with
a diameter of 20mm and an 𝐿/𝐷 ratio of 25.

The extruder consists of five heating zones located from
hopper to die, functions of which are indicated in Table 1.
Temperature and pressure sensors are located in Zone 3,
where melt temperature and melt pressure are measured
instantaneously. Screw rotation speed was chosen to ensure a
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Table 2: Equipment settings for two-stage SSD process.

Speed@S1 T@S1 T@S2 Speed@S3 T@S3 𝜆
1st draw 1m⋅min−1 52∘C 52/70∘C 5.7m⋅min−1 25∘C 5.7
2nd draw 1m⋅min−1 52∘C 150∘C 1.7m⋅min−1 25∘C 1.7

(a)

Rubber rollRubber roll
3 1

Fiber drawing direction

2

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Photographs of the monofilament drawing line, from left to right: complete drawing line; close view of holding back godet rolls
(Section 1); and close view of take-off godet rolls (Section 3); (b) schematic of monofilament drawing line: Section 1, temperature controlled
holding back godets; Section 2, hot air oven; Section 3, temperature controlled take-off godets plus winder.

moderate residence time of the melt in the extruder.Themelt
was extruded through a die orifice with a diameter of 1mm
into a quenching water bath. The distance between die head
and water bath surface (𝑑𝑤) was set at 5mm to avoid melt
drawdown and ensure a stable process. Next, the extruded
monofilament was wound up on a cold roller which was
set to 0∘C at a take-up speed which was chosen to ensure
a stable process. These as-spun bristles would be precursors
for a subsequent solid-state drawing process to achieve high
modulus and tensile strength.

The temperature settings of the five heating zones, the
screw speeds, and take-up speeds for PET grade M ([𝜂] =
0.7 dl/g) are shown in Table 1. A relatively high temperature
is needed in Zone 1 to achieve a constant polymer feed,
but this cannot exceed 300∘C to avoid polymer degradation
[22]. Screw rotation speeds of 20 rpm and 50 rpm and take-
up speeds of 10m⋅min−1 and 20m⋅min−1 were selected to
investigate their effects on as-spun PET crystallinity.

Melt pressure became stable after 30min in operation;
therefore only as-spun samples spun after this time period
were considered for subsequent SSD process.

2.3. Optimization of Solid-State Drawing (SSD) Process. A
distinctively designed SSD process of melt-extruded bristles

was used to create highly oriented PET. After extrusion and
take-up, as-spun PET samples proceeded to Dr Collin Teach-
line Mono-axial Stretching Units MDO-AT and MDO-
BT (Germany). Here the monofilament was drawn in two
discrete stages: in the first stage, the sample was drawn at
temperatures close to 𝑇𝑔 to a draw-ratio 𝜆1 = 5.7, while, in
the second stage, a further draw-ratio, 𝜆2 = 1.7 was applied
by drawing the sample through an oven at 150∘C.The product
of the first draw-ratio, 𝜆1 and the second draw-ratio, 𝜆2 gave
the total draw-ratio of 𝜆 = 9.7.

𝜆 = 𝜆1 × 𝜆2. (1)

Every drawing stage consisted of three sections, which are
shown in Figure 2. Section 1 (S1) is a temperature controlled
holding back godets (MDO-AT) unit with a rubber roll at the
beginning. Section 2 (S2) is a hot air tunnel oven, with an air
blower at one end near S3; air flow was adjustable through
an operating panel. Section 3 (S3) is temperature controlled
take-off godets (MDO-BT) with a winding station.

The equipment settings in the first and second drawing
stage are listed in Table 2.

During the first drawing stage, the hot air oven temper-
ature was set to 52∘C and 70∘C, respectively. Therefore, the
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Figure 3: DSC traces of different PET grades: (a) heating trace; (b) cooling trace, indicating melting and crystallization behaviour of PET
grades L, M, and H.

effect of drawing temperature on the mechanical properties
of PET was investigated. Furthermore, crystallinity and
mechanical properties of PET after 1st and 2nd drawing stages
were compared to investigate its effect on maximum draw-
ratio.

2.4. Characterization

2.4.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). DSC mea-
surements were performed to determine the melting tem-
perature of the different PET grades and to determine the
degree of crystallinity of as-spun and drawn PET sam-
ples, using a Mettler-Toledo 823e (Germany), at a constant
heating and cooling rate of 10∘C⋅min−1. The data obtained
records the crystalline melting temperature, which is shown
as an endothermal peak. The degree of crystallinity was
determined by (2), assuming a linear relationship between
endothermal peak area and crystallinity. Heat of fusion was
calculated by the integration of the endothermal peak area in
the evaluated temperature range.

𝐶 = Δ𝐻
Δ𝐻0 × 100%, (2)

where 𝐶 is crystallinity of semicrystalline polymer, Δ𝐻 is
heat of fusion of semicrystalline polymer, and Δ𝐻0 is heat of
fusion of 100% crystalline material (for PET, this is taken as
140.1 [J/g] [23]).

2.4.2. Tensile Testing. Tensile tests of monofilaments was
performed using an Instron tensile testing machine 5566
equipped with a 1 kN load cell, special force reducing fibre
grips, and Bluehill data acquisition software. A gauge length
of 200mm and a cross-head displacement of 20mm⋅min−1
were used. Strength was defined here as the maximum stress

recorded in tension, while strain to failure was defined as
the strain at which the load is reduced by 70%. Young’s
modulus was determined in the strain range of 0.1–0.5%.The
monofilament diameter was measured by a digital Vernier
Caliper at five different locations along the sample, and an
average value was then calculated.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of Molecular Weight on Draw-Ratio. In this study,
grades H, M, and L are named indicating PET of compar-
atively high, medium, and low molecular weight. Figure 3
shows theDSCheating and cooling traces of PET grades L,M,
and H. The endothermic melting peaks with melting ending
temperature of 268∘C for grade H, 256∘C for grade M, and
266∘C for grade L are used to determine the extrusion barrel
zone temperature settings for these different PET grades,
while the exothermic crystallization peaks during cooling are
indicative of the crystallization temperature (200∘C for grade
H, 170∘C for grade M, and 175∘C for grade L, respectively),
degree of supercooling, and degree of crystallinity in the as-
spun PET samples.

It was recently reported by La Mantia et al. [24–26] that
the key factors for achieving and maintaining orientation
in extrusion process are the intensity of elongational flow,
relaxation times, and cooling rate. The elongational flow
induces the orientation of polymer molecules along the
flow direction [26]. During extrusion, polymers with lower
intrinsic viscosity [𝜂] (grade L in this case) will have faster
elongational flow which helps orientate polymer molecules.
However, the length of oriented chains is limited by low
viscosity (i.e., low molecular weight). In order to retain
the orientation, higher relaxation time of polymer melt and
crystallization during cooling is desirable [26]. By comparing
the endothermic melting peaks in DSC heating traces for
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three kinds of PET grades, it is found that the widths of
melting peaks are different for grades H (∼40∘C), M (∼30∘C),
and L (18∘C). The DSC tests are performed under a constant
heating and cooling rate of 10∘C⋅min−1; therefore, it indicates
that grade H has the longest relaxation time during melting.
Although the melting conditions in the actual extrusion
process are different with the conditions in DSC tests, we can
still analyse the relative differences for three PET grades with
the purpose of a qualitative comparison. The cooling rate in
the extrusion process is much higher than that of DSC tests,
but the crystallization behaviour indicated fromDSC cooling
traces can still be compared for three PET grades in order to
give some insights for real extrusion process. By integrating
the areas under exothermic crystallization peaks, it is found
that grades M and L are easier to crystallize than grade H,
which indicates that the induced orientation is easier to be
“frozen” by crystallization for grades M and L.

During melt extrusion chain orientation and extension is
often limited due to fast relaxation processes in the polymer
melt where entropic forces cause chains to return back to their
random coil conformation. However, it is well known that
polymer chains can be efficiently oriented below theirmelting
temperature, that is, in the solid state where relaxation times
are infinite. Provided the temperature is sufficiently low to
avoid chain relaxation, the induced polymer orientation and
hence fibre stiffness increase with increasing draw-ratio [27].
Seminal work by Ward and coworkers [28] showed that
Young’s modulus of a fibre typically increases linearly with
draw-ratio. Moreover, they also showed that the maximum
attainable draw-ratio strongly depends on weight average
molar mass (𝑀𝑤) of the polymer [28].

The maximum attainable draw-ratio of a polymer depe-
nds on its molecular weight as follows [27]:

𝜆max = (𝑙𝑝𝑙 ) (
𝑛
𝐶∞)
1/2 , (3)

where 𝑛 is the number of chain segments having a length𝑙 and a projected length 𝑙𝑝 in the chain direction and𝐶∞ is the characteristic chain stiffness. It is understood
from (3) that long and perfectly oriented macromolecules
are needed to obtain high draw-ratio. However, increasing
molecular weight typically results also in a reduction of
both spinnability and drawability in the solid state as a
result of increased entanglement density [29]. In terms of
spinnability, a strong increase in molecular weight will cause
problems related to die-swell and difficulties in producing
homogeneous filaments [29]. As for drawability, chains in
extruded and solidified filaments of very high molecular
weight become more difficult to extend because of the
high entanglement density, limiting the maximum attainable
draw-ratio that can be achieved [12]. Hence, a balance is
needed between high molecular weight for tensile strength
and medium or low molecular weight for drawability, chain
orientation/extension, and Young’s modulus.

It was observed that at drawing temperatures far below
their melting temperatures the maximum attainable draw-
ratio of as-spun PET bristles which were produced from
grade M was significantly higher than for samples produced
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Figure 4: Tensile behaviour of as-spun PET bristles produced from
grades H and M, indicating a higher Young’s modulus and ultimate
tensile strength for samples produced from grade M.

fromgradesHandL.Meanwhile, Young’smodulus of as-spun
bristle from grade H is much lower than that from grade M
(Figure 4).

Balanced from the above results by a comprehensive
analysis, PET grade M with medium molecular weight was
chosen as the rawmaterial for the precursor;meanwhile, only
grade M is used in the following section and discussion.

3.2. Effect of Screw Rotation Speed and Take-Up Speed. The
crystallinity of as-spun PET bristles extruded at different
screw rotation speeds is listed in Table 3, indicating a crys-
tallinity of 4.5% for a screw speed of 20 rpm and a crystallinity
of 6.9% for 50 rpm (after subtracting the crystallinity at the
recrystallization peak from the crystallinity at the melt peak).
The take-up speed for the as-spun bristles was 10m⋅min−1.
Higher screw rotation speed induces higher intensity of
elongational flow. As mentioned earlier, elongational flow
will help to orientate polymer molecules in the melt [26].
Furthermore, during rapid cooling process after extrusion,
more crystallites will be formed in these oriented regions.
High crystallinity in as-spun bristles is disadvantageous for
subsequent SSD processes because crystalline regions acts as
physical cross-links preventing chain extension. In order to
create an optimal polymer morphology for achieving high
draw-ratios by SSD, 20 rpmwas chosen here for the extrusion
process.

The crystallinity of as-spun PET bristles extruded at
20 rpm and different take-up speeds are listed in Table 4.
Crystallinity of as-spun PET bristles was calculated at 4.5%
and 3.0% for take-up speeds of 10m⋅min−1 and 20m⋅min−1,
respectively. Although polymer molecules tend to orient
more at higher drawdown or take-up speeds, insufficient
crystallization at higher take-up speeds may result in a lower
degree of crystallinity. As mentioned earlier, low crystallinity
in precursor samples is preferred for achieving higher draw-
ratios in subsequent drawing processes. Therefore, a take-up
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Table 3: Crystallinity of as-spun PET bristles extruded at different
screw rotation speeds at a take-up speed of 10m⋅min−1.

Crystallinity
@Screw rotation speed

20 rpm 50 rpm
(1) @ Recrystallization peak 24.9% 24.1%
(2) @ Melt peak 29.4% 31.0%
(2)−(1) 4.5% 6.9%

Table 4: Crystallinity of as-spun PET bristles extruded at 20 rpm
and different take-up speeds.

Crystallinity
@Take-up speed

10m⋅min−1 20m⋅min−1

(1) @ Recrystallization peak 24.9% 25.6%
(2) @ Melt peak 29.4% 28.6%
(2)−(1) 4.5% 3.0%

speed of 20m⋅min−1, leading to the lowest degree of crys-
tallinity, was here chosen for the extrusion process.

3.3. Effect of Draw-Ratio

3.3.1. Mechanical Properties of Solid-State Drawn PET.
Young’s moduli and tensile strengths of drawn samples after
the first drawing stage (T@ S2 = 52∘C) (𝜆 = 5.7) and second
drawing stage (𝜆 = 9.7) are shown in Figure 5.

Draw-ratios applied at each drawing stage were the
maximum achievable draw-ratios for a stable running of the
monofilament drawing line. The maximum final draw-ratio
of the PET is 𝜆 = 9.7, which results in a maximum Young’s
modulus of 16GPa and a tensile strength of 925MPa. Young’s
modulus is strongly controlled by orientation of amorphous
regions, which have a function of load transfer between
crystalline lamellae. Tie molecules in amorphous regions can
become taut during the drawing process enabling efficient
load transfer between crystals. As expected an increase of
tensile modulus is seen with increasing draw-ratio. Clearly
two-stage drawing results in better ultimate mechanical
properties than single-stage drawing only. According to the
network structure concept [19], these improved properties
are attributed partly to the reduction in network shrinkage
during drawing and partly due to a possible modification
of the network during the second drawing stage. It was
also pointed out by De Clerck et al. [30] that a heat-
setting process (between 𝑇𝑔 and 𝑇𝑚) can be regarded as a
very short annealing treatment during which some melting
and recrystallization will occur for the least stable crystals
as well as some crystallization of the amorphous regions.
Therefore, it can be explained that during the second drawing
stage not only were more polymer chains oriented but also
recrystallization occurred to further improve the mechanical
properties of drawn PET. Figure 6 shows the decreasing trend
in strain at break of PET after each drawing stage, indicating
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Figure 5: Mechanical properties of as-spun PET bristle (𝜆 = 1),
solid-state drawnPET after the first draw (𝜆 = 5.7), and second draw
(𝜆 = 9.7), respectively.
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Figure 6: Strain to failure of as-spun PET bristle (𝜆 = 1), solid-state
drawn PET after the first draw (𝜆 = 5.7), and second draw (𝜆 = 9.7),
respectively.

further that molecular extension is more restrained in sam-
ples of higher draw-ratio.

3.3.2. Model Prediction of PET Modulus. In above tensile test
results, Young’s modulus was calculated assuming Hookean
behaviour in the elastic regime of the stress-strain curve.
However, it is well known that Young’s modulus of fibres
increases with increasing gauge length [31]. This is because
in the calculation of Young’s modulus, the compliance of the
equipment inwhich fibres are tested is not taken into account.
With increasing gauge length, the influence of the testing
equipment will decrease. Therefore only Young’s moduli
obtained from longer gauge length samples are expected to
approach the real intrinsic modulus value. As the intrinsic
Young’s modulus is only measurable for samples of infinitely
large gauge length, it can instead be obtained by extrapolation
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from a series of measured Young’s moduli at varying gauge
lengths. Here, the intrinsic Young’s modulus of PET (𝜆 =9.7) was obtained from tensile tests at different gauge lengths
(100mm, 200mm, and 300mm), with data extrapolation
indicating a real Young’s modulus value for the PET of
20.2GPa (Figure 7).

Young’s moduli after the first and second drawing stage
are in good agreement with the Irvine-Smith model, which
predicts that Young’s modulus uniquely depends on the
applied draw-ratio (𝜆) according to the following [27]:

𝐸 = (𝐸𝑢−1 − [ 3𝜆3
2 (𝜆3 − 1) [1

− (𝜆3 − 1)−1/2 tan−1 {(𝜆3 − 1)1/2}] − 1
2] (𝐸𝑢−1

− 𝐸ℎ−1))
−1

.

(4)

For 𝜆 ≥ 5 this expression reduces to a good approximation
by:

𝐸 = [𝐸ℎ−1 + (𝐸𝑢−1 − 𝐸ℎ−1) (3𝜋4 ) 𝜆−3/2]−1 , (5)

where 𝐸ℎ and 𝐸𝑢 are the respective tensile moduli of the
perfectly oriented and nonoriented polymer. From the above
equations, the axial tensile modulus 𝐸 is a unique function
of the draw-ratio 𝜆. In the case of oriented PET, 𝐸ℎ = 108GPa
[32],𝐸𝑢 = 2.8GPa, 𝜆 = 5.7, and 9.7, respectively. From this the
predicted axial tensile modulus 𝐸 = 14.4GPa for 𝜆 = 5.7 and𝐸 = 27.4GPa for 𝜆 = 9.7. These model predictions compare
well to reasonably well with experimental data of 𝐸 = 13GPa
(@ 𝜆 = 5.7) and 𝐸 = 20.2GPa (@ 𝜆 = 9.7), indicating that
the tensile modulus of oriented PET is in excellent agreement
with theoretical predictions after the first drawing stage, while
themodel slightly overestimates themodulus after the second
drawing stage. During the first drawing, a large amount of
oriented crystallites are created, which become a hindrance
for further tensile drawing in stage two. Hence, the tensile
modulus after the second drawing stage is slightly lower than
predicted since such effects are ignored in the model [27].
This phenomena was also already seen in Figure 5 where it
was shown that the modulus developed less than linear after
the first drawing stage.

3.3.3. Crystallinity of Drawn PET. During the designed SSD
process, there was a noticeable change in appearance of the
samples. As-spun samples appeared transparent. However,
already after the first drawing stage PET started to become
opaque, indicating the formation of microfibrils and void-
rich structures similar to phenomena reported in the drawing
of PP fibre/tape [15].

DSC heating curves of the as-spun PET bristles after fibre
extrusion are plotted in Figure 8, indicating a 𝑇𝑔 ≈ 75∘C and
crystallinity of 3% in this precursor.

Figure 9 compares the crystallinity of drawn samples after
the first and second drawing stages.Thedegree of crystallinity
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Figure 8: DSC heating trace of as-spun PET bristle, indicating 𝑇𝑔 ≈
75∘C and a recrystallization temperature at around 125∘C.

of drawn PET increases by over 30% after the two-stage
drawing process. However, after the second drawing stage,
the degree of crystallinity of PET increased by as little as
1% compared to samples after the first drawing stage. A
larger increase in crystallinity was expected after the second
drawing step since recrystallization of the polymermay occur
in this second drawing step [30]. As indicated by De Clerck
et al., prolonged cold crystallization at 100∘C for bulk amor-
phous PET leads to a reduction of the amount of amorphous
phase, hence an increase in crystallinity; meanwhile, higher
annealing temperatures (e.g., 130∘C–150∘C) for only 2min
resulted in the onset of recrystallization.

3.4. Effect of Drawing Temperature. PET samples were drawn
in the first stage in a hot air oven (S2) at 52∘C and 70∘C,
respectively. Figure 10 shows the effect of drawing temper-
ature on the mechanical properties of PET after the first
drawing stage.
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Table 5: A comparison of mechanical properties of PET produced in this work and in literature.

This work Kunugi et al. [18] Fakirov and Evstatiev [2] Long and Ward [19] Suzuki et al. [5]
Draw-ratio 9.7 — 20 — —
(—)
Tensile modulus 20.0 19.4 18.6 17.5 15.1
(GPa)
Tensile strength 0.93 0.80 0.6 0.97 1.20
(GPa)
Strain to failure 7.3 5.9 16 — 7.0
(%)

1st drawing 
2nd drawing

H
ea

t fl
ow

 (W
·g

−
1 )

Peak = 247.01∘C
Onset = 235.80∘C
After 2nd drawing crystallinity = 44.5%

Peak = 250.18∘C
Onset = 235.14∘C
After 1st drawing crystallinity = 43.5%
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Temperature (∘C)

Figure 9: DSC heating traces of solid-state drawn PET, showing the
degree of crystallinity after the first and second drawing stages.

Due to relaxation of tie molecules in amorphous regions
at temperatures closer to 𝑇𝑔, Young’s modulus decreases and
strains to failure increases with drawing temperature. The
effect of drawing temperature on network orientation has
been studied in detail by Blundell et al. [33]. It was pointed
out in their work that higher drawing temperatures lead to
an increase in mobility of the main chain, enabling oriented
chains to retract through entanglements, while slow drawing
rates increase the opportunity for chains to retract within
the same timescale as the development of orientation [33].
Although a drawing temperature of 70∘C is rather modest
compared to temperatures used in literature (∼80∘C) [19, 34],
the drawing speed used in our study of 5.7m⋅min−1 was too
low to prevent retraction of extended chains in the network.
Hence, increasing the drawing temperature to a temperature
closer to 𝑇𝑔 while not offset by an increased drawing speed
may lead to relaxation of tie molecules in amorphous regions
and a reduction of Young’s modulus. Tensile strength of PET
after the first drawing stage also decreased with increasing
drawing temperature as shown in Figure 10.

A comparison of mechanical properties of PET achieved
in this work and some data from literature is given in
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Figure 10: The effect of drawing temperature on mechanical
properties of PET after the first drawing stage.

Table 5, showing a comparably high performance, especially
high modulus of PET by this continuous process. Unlike
other studies, the current work investigated a continuous
spinning and drawing process which was simulated to an
industrial production process for PET fibres and discussed
all processing variables during this process; therefore, results
and analysis in this paper have significant importance for
industrial production.

4. Conclusions

A distinctive continuous process of extrusion followed by
two-stage SSD process was exploited to produce high modu-
lus PET.The effects of polymer molecular weight and various
processing parameters on the mechanical properties and
crystallinity of PET were investigated and discussed in this
paper. The polymer grade used for the final production of
the PET monofilaments was chosen concerning the effect of
molecular weight on polymer drawability. High draw-ratios
are necessary to achieve high levels of molecular orientation
and therefore high Young’s modulus, while high molecular
weights are preferred for high tensile strength. The extrusion
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conditions of as-spun PET determine the morphology of
the precursors for the subsequent drawing process, including
the level of preorientation and crystallinity. It is shown that
crystallization in as-spun PET bristles should be avoided
in order to achieve higher draw-ratios and high levels
of molecular orientation in subsequent drawing processes.
Drawing conditions in the solid state of PET clearly affect the
mechanical properties and thermal stability of the resulting
materials. Young’s modulus and tensile strength of PET were
both improved by higher draw-ratios. Drawing temperatures
approaching 𝑇𝑔 led to a reduction in Young’s modulus as a
result of relaxation of tie molecules in amorphous regions.
Recrystallization during second-stage drawing led to further
improvement in mechanical properties of the final PET
samples. It was also shown that the tensile modulus of drawn
PET after single-stage drawing was in excellent agreement
with predicted moduli according to the Irvine-Smith model.
However, the Young’s modulus after the second drawing
stage was slightly lower than model predictions due to the
development of crystallites during drawing. A comparison
of mechanical properties of PET achieved in this work and
some literature data indicated comparably high mechanical
performance, especially high modulus of the PET samples
obtained by this continuous process. The designed process
in current work was simulated to an industrial production
process for PET fibres; therefore, results and analysis in this
paper have significant importance for industrial production.
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